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Letter from the Editor
I'm writing this letter from my hometown in California, excited to share with you the books I've
enjoyed this month. This was my first time traveling with my mustache man and he's loving
getting a break from the cold. And I'm thankful for Nana and Pa watching him while I go to my
favorite coffee shop by the beach and relax with a book. Fair warning, these reviews are short
because I was enjoying the sand between my toes and didn't have enough time to finish a lengthy
review, on a plane, with a baby in my lap.

I'm sad to say that Submittable raised their rates by over $100 since I set up my submission page
there in 2019 and as a small publication, I can't afford to be there anymore. I have set up a new
form on Google Forms where you can submit your pieces to the magazine. Our policies are
the same as you can see below. Please note that we ask that you do not send more work until
hearing back from us. Due to the volume of submissions, we can’t respond individually to
submission status queries.

On a side note, and I must include this, The Book Smuggler's Den is so sorry to hear the news of
the passing of Foo Fighter's drummer, Taylor Hawkins. I grew up listening to The Foo Fighters
music and their most recent album was yet another hit. I read Dave Ghrol's memior, The
Storyteller, and highly (HIGHLY) recomend it. Because, even musicians start out representing
themselves independently and go on to change the entertainment industry. I believe the same
goes for writers who self-publish. Rest in beats, Taylor.
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Kill The Farm Boy by Delilah S. Dawson and
Kevin Hearne

*Once upon a time, in a faraway kingdom, a hero, the Chosen One, was born . . . and so begins
every fairy tale ever told. This is not that fairy tale.

There is a Chosen One, but he is unlike anyone who has ever been Chosen. And there is a
faraway kingdom, but you have never been to a magical world quite like the land of Pell.

"The hooktounges speared through the dough and retracted, giving the creatures an unexpected
carb load instead of a bloody protein snack and completely destroying any ongoing ketogenesis."

There, a plucky farm boy will find more than he's bargained for on his quest to awaken the
sleeping princess in her cursed tower. First, there's the Dark Lord who wishes for the boy's
untimely death . . . and also very fine cheese. Then there's a bard without a song in her heart but
with a very adorable and fuzzy tail, an assassin who fears not the night but is terrified of
chickens, and a mighty fighter more frightened of her sword than of her chain-mail bikini. This
journey will lead to sinister umlauts, a trash-talking goat, the Dread Necromancer Steve, and a
strange and wondrous journey to the most peculiar "happily ever after" that ever
once-upon-a-timed.

As I decided how I could justify my rating, I went through the Goodreads reviews. What I found
was what I expected. Kill the Farm Boy was a book where you either loved it or hated it.

Me? I hated it. I had such high hopes for this book. The first few pages I read made me chuckle,
and some of the puns were funny. But, after a while, my eyes glazed over, and I lost interest. My
goal is to read a book a week this year, and this one took more like a month to read because I
would read a few chapters, then have to stop and find something new to read.

I think this would have been more enjoyable as an audiobook. Then perhaps I wouldn't have
missed some of the puns. Some of the story just got a little too childish for me. The goat that
referred to one of the other characters as "pooboy" was a poor attempt at being funny. This is
coming from a reader who dies laughing at South Park's Mr. Hanky.

Sorry, but the genre of "Did Not Finish" is what is listed on Goodreads. I powered through it but
I don't recommend it.
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Demons of the Mind: A Psychogenic Thriller
by Tamikio Reardon

Fletcher is only a child when he encounters a strange being in his mansion while under the watch
of his babysitter. When his mother and father, Amelia and Axel, return home to find Fletcher still
out of bed, Amia fires the babysitter at once, calling her nasty names as she does so.

When Fletcher is older in school, he comes home with bruises and cuts after being jumped at by
two bullies. Usually, a mother would console her son, but not Amelia. Instead, he punishes him
and it won't be the first time she does so.

His red hair shone in the reflection of the light over the sink, his gray eyes hard as steel.

Amelia seems to have gotten everything she wants in life but is as bitter as possible.
"Concerned" about her son, she has him dragged away to an insane asylum. But, you soon find
out what it is that caused the Jones family to fall apart, and it isn't pretty.

I enjoyed Demons of the Mind. It had good plot twists, and the characters were well developed.
However, t mother is so EVIL! Reardon really makes you hate the mother despite revealing what
it is that made her so bitter and cold.

You feel for poor Fletcher. The raw abuse described in the story isn't pretty. The detailed
description of what type of abuse happens reminded me of an SVU episode.

The only thing that didn't work for me was at one point of the story, and you start hearing about
random characters that don't seem to belong. I understood why they were there to add to the
insane asylum. I felt that the atmosphere was well-defined. However, I would have rather seen
that focus back on Fletcher and his interactions with the staff. The other people that came up
while he was in the insane asylum could have been subtly brought in versus having detailed
accounts of what they were going through.

Reardon does an excellent job at writing a creepy novel. A perfect read for Halloween night!
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Point of Direction by Rachel Weaver
Point of Direction was an awesome read by an author local to me. She runs a meetup and gives
authors and inspiring authors “points of direction” (cheesy, but I had to) on how the writing and
publishing process works. It’s no wonder why Rachel Weaver’s Point of Direction got onto
Oprah Magazine's "List of Ten Titles to Pick Up Now." It starts with a woman hitchhiking in
Alaska. She ends up falling for a local, and they live together in a lighthouse in the middle of the
ocean. Both have a story to tell but are keeping it a secret from one another (and the reader!). I
thought it started off a little slow. It is one of those books where all juicy stuff comes more
towards the end. I enjoyed it and definitely recommend it, especially if you’re going to Alaska!
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Fantastic Beast and Where to Find Them
by J.K. Rowling

I loved how when I asked for where the Harry Potter books were at the store, she pointed me to
the kid’s section. I kept seeing the promotion for Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them
movie, and the next one is now in theaters. Once I knew it was a J.K. Rowling book, I didn’t
want to see the movie without reading the book. Then I come to find it is an encyclopedia of
imaginary animals/beasts. I know the book is always better than the movie, but Hollywood did a
good job taking this book and making it a fun family flick.
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The Life She Was Given by Ellen Marie Wiseman
LOVED IT!!! The way Wiseman weaves two separate stories together was great! I enjoy books
that do that because you become the character trying to put two-and-two together. Perhaps I also
like books about circuses… Night Circus, baby!
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NonfictionThe Accidental Tsundere: Dating for
Late Bloomers, Loners and Misfits by L.M.

Bennett
L.M. Bennett was 35-years-old when she entered the dating world. After years of struggling with
her weight, Bennett underwent bariatric surgery. With a new found confidence and overcoming
body-image issues, Bennett decided it was time to seek out someone to begin a relationship with.

Easier said than done, right?

Dating those that put you down in front of others is always a fun experience. Or how about the
one who won't let you go and sends way too many texts after the relationship is over?

Like it or not, we've all been there at one point or another.

"This plan for true happiness doesn't start with finding the right one. It starts with knowing that
you are the right one. It starts with loving yourself first and loving yourself the most."

Bennett goes through and retells stories of past experiences that lead her to the realization of
what it means to date in today's world. Dating apps aren't always right and you can easily
stumble upon the wrong profile. Bennett is here to tell you why that happens, how to deal with it,
and how to find the right person.

I enjoy non-fiction books that put you in the same room as the author. The Accidental Tsundere
reads as if you were speaking with Bennett face-to-face. Some of the statements had me laughing
with their sarcastic but true take on society.

Reader beware. Part of this conversational tone comes with a lot of curse words. So if you are
easily offended by that, this may not be the right read for you. That's who Bennett is, she doesn't
sugar coat anything.

All curse words aside, the advice in this book is great. Through her own accounts of past
relationships, Bennett exposes what she learned about loving herself. Dating starts with knowing
who you are, what you stand for, and what shit you shouldn't put up with.

She gives general advice that you would think others would know by now. For example, how on
a first date the man should pay for dinner. But for some reason, she experienced picking up the
bill. And if on a date with someone of the same sex, to split the bill evenly.
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As someone who had a toxic relationship years ago, I really liked that she goes into both ways of
dealing with a breakup. She explains how to deal with someone who wants to maintain a
friendship with you, and what to do if you don't want to keep in touch with them. I could
definitely identify with the later and I'm glad to hear that the way I handled it, was the way she
advises to.

I definitely recommend this to anyone struggling in the dating world. Bennett's raw account of
what she dealt with and her advice is something that will give you the confidence needed to find
that special someone.
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Let's Chat with Hailey Sawyer
If you haven’t already, you’ll want to add Kenji and Yuki: A Japanese Tale to this year's reading
challenge. Accomplished author, Hailey Sawyer has published a fantastic read about two women,
sixteen-year-old Yuki and seventeen-year-old Kenjiro Furukawa. Both women are dealing with
their own struggles and as luck would find them, they meet. They become fast friends through
conversations, stories, and outings. The reader can only hope that through these experiences the
two women can overcome their own life struggles. I’ll let Hailey, take it from here!

Was there a book or author that you admired that played a role when developing your
book?
There were many different things that inspired/influenced the development of Kenji and Yuki: A
Japanese Tale that I admired. One of those was The Catcher in The Rye by J.D Salinger. What I
particularly enjoy about it is that, despite the fact that the book takes place in the 1940’s,
Holden’s voice still sounds authentic even today. If you want to get an idea as to how to write an
authentic teenaged character, I think Holden is still a good example.

It is often said that in order to write something, you must believe in what you are writing.
Do you agree with that?
Oh absolutely! By believing in what you’re writing, it can make your work feel more genuine
and soulful.

What, according to you, is the hardest thing about writing? What would you say is the
easiest aspect of writing?
For me, the hardest part about writing is coming up with the middle part of a story. When I do it,
it’s kind of like I’m traveling through thick fog in order to get to my destination. The easiest
aspect would be editing the story. I feel that the editing process allows me to take a step back and
really see what works and what doesn’t.

Have you ever experienced “Writer’s Block”? How long do they usually last? Any tips you
would like to share to overcome it?
Yes, I have. In terms of how long these blocks last, it seems random. Some will be as short as an
hour and others will be as long as a couple days. In my experience, I think one of the most
helpful pieces of advice in overcoming writer’s block is rule number nine of Pixar’s 22 Rules of
Storytelling that involves writing down what would not happen next. By getting those kinds of
things out of the way, I feel like it makes it easier for me to figure out what I actually do want to
happen next.

Is there anything else you would like to share with our readers?
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A couple things actually. First, some people will suggest consuming good media as a way to
learn how to write good stories. While I do agree with this sentiment, I think people should also
consume bad media as well. By consuming both good and bad media, you obtain a much more
well-rounded understanding of how to write and how not to write stories. Second, don’t forget to
grab a copy of Kenji and Yuki: A Japanese Tale and drop a review of it on Goodreads, Amazon,
or whereever else. Whether your review is positive, negative, or neutral, it’ll be greatly
appreciated.

You can follow Hailey on her website at https://haileysawyer.wordpress.com. Stay up to date
with Hailey via Twitter and Goodreads. and social media accounts. Thanks for reading, and
please remember that authors appreciate honest reviews, wherever they are posted.
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Writing Prompts via Reedsy
As mentioned in my note, writing prompts have been one of the best ways to get my mind off of
the news and to a planet far, far, away. These are some of my favorite writing prompts. We hope
to see submissions that use them for June's edition that we will publish on time! And for more
prompts like these and submit to a writing contest, check out what Reedsy is all about!

Comedy
● The dog ate my homework.
● A sudden BANG! and puff of smoke emerged from a garage in a quiet suburban

neighbourhood.
● In the midst of writer's block, an author goes to sit at a bus station looking for inspiration.

They get more than they bargained for.
● It was the highest stakes game of rock-paper-scissors ever played.
● It was the kind of Friday that gave new meaning to the phrase TGIF.
● Make the absurd absolutely and completely normal.
● That night, the action backstage was even more dramatic than the story unfolding

onstage.

Creative Nonfiction
● Write about someone (or something) you loved that you shouldn’t have.
● Write about a date that was so terrible you’ll never forget it.
● Write about your most unique experience at, or in, a wedding.
● Write about a time when a broken heart led to something you’d never have expected.
● Write about a secret that you’ve never told to the person you love.

Drama
● Had I known I was going to have guests at 4am, I would've tidied up.
● I'd like to buy a plane ticket to your furthest destination today, you told the airline

employee.
● A double agent is assigned by both of the countries they work for to capture their alias.
● A group of travelers are exploring a deep, dark, remote cave when they find a computer

and a lunchbox.
● A winter night in the city.
● A writer is fighting with writer's block. They reminisce about the last time in their life

they felt inspired.
● As they rode away from their old life, they knew they'd never look back.

Fantasy and Science Fiction
● I remember the last spring. It was 18 years ago.
● I wish I cold skip next week, you think as you get into bed that night. In the morning, you

wake up 100 years in the future
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● They found out about us. They're coming. They were the words the kingdom had feared
hearing for thousands of years.

● You're early, said the Grim Reaper, with a hint of surprise.
● I suddenly realized my survival depended on...
● A child has befriended the monster that lives under her bed.
● A day in the life of a ghost.

For Kids
● Write about your favorite birthday present. Why is it your favorite?
● Imagine you owned a pet monkey for a day. What would you do with it?
● If you could have any superpower, what would it be and why?
● Imagine you and your best friend hanging out ten years from now. What has changed?

What hasn't changed?
● Write a story about a person who is only one inch tall.
● You're packing your bags to climb the tallest mountain in the world. What do you pack?
● Imagine you became in charge of your school for one full week. What would you do?

Fiction
● A character experiences deja vu so strong they almost fall over.
● Describe each day of the week as if it were a person. Give each one personality traits, a

job, and a goal. Write a story about them.
● This was the weekend you'd been waiting for for the past three years.
● Write a short story that ONLY uses dialogue.
● Write a story about a 100th birthday party.
● Write a story about a misunderstanding.
● Write a story about a plane crash. Your main character is the sole survivor. What happens

next?

Historical Fiction
● You had one job, he said to the young squire who had been tasked with delivering a scroll

— and failed spectacularly.
● 1930. The travelling circus is in town. The first performance night would be rife with

scandal.
● A bard falls in love with the monarch who employs them.
● A duo of time-travelling detectives.
● A family sit around their brand new radio for the first time after dinner.
● A famous historical person packs for a trip.
● A love story between the boy who delivered milk bottles to the neighborhood and the girl

who delivered newspapers.

Mystery
● As you're paying for your groceries, you mention to the clerk, There's a mess in aisle 16.

They give you a puzzled look and reply, There is no aisle 16.
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● Write a story about a character waking up to something completely absurd.
● Write a story about a character waking up to the best news of their life.
● The detective didn't realize they were being foiled by a competiting detective.
● The first day you opened your own office as a private investigator, you didn't expect it to

be busy. You were wrong.
● You're shaking hands with a stranger at a networking event when you ask for their name.

I have no name, they reply.
● A genius serial killer has been killing successfully for a decade. His only weakness is that

he can never, ever lie. He finally gets caught and is facing trial for all murders in court.
Yet, he walks, acquitted of all charges.

Romance
● A fortuneteller falls in love with their client who has their palm read every month.
● It wasn't love at first sight. But now you were starting to see them in a new light…
● Someone with anxiety falls in love with someone extremely adventurous.
● The lives of two people are changed forever when they coincidentally meet and enagge in

a weekend-long affair.
● They lived in a world where PDA is forbidden. One day, they slipped up and held hands

on the street.
● Two characters who are perfect for one another are foiled by bad timing.
● Two mortal enemies fall in love when they're trapped in an elevator together and begin to

see the other person's perspective.

Thriller and Suspense
● Guard this with your life.
● A loved one confides in you, but the secret could damage someone else you care about.

What do you do?
● As you're browsing through a rack of sweaters, someone approaches you and says, I need

you to listen to me very carefully.
● She has been walking for hours. Her feet are starting to bleed. But she can’t stop

moving… she can’t let him find her again.
● The morning after a blizzard you make your way outside and slowly start to realize

everyone has disappeared.
● You find a hand-written note on your windshield that says Drive west for 100 miles.
● You wake up in a jail cell, crusted blood covering your hands. You have no idea how you

got there. The cell door clangs open, and an officer walks you to an interrogation room
where two detectives wait to question you.
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Guest Blogging Opportunities
Every blogger or business owner needs backlinks and guest blogging or guest posting is one of
the best ways to build a strong online presence for your blog or business. Gain more exposure
and build a lasting relationship with us here in the Den and contribute to the blog! Please send us
an email for more info or fill out the submission form here.
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Book Marketing Packages
The Book Smuggler’s Den marketing packages specialize in promoting indie authors through our
publication, social media, and website. Writing and publishing a book is a huge accomplishment
that you should be proud of. The next step is a hard one, marketing it. Marketing a book isn’t
always easy. Especially for those who decide to self-publish. That is where the Book Smuggler’s
Den comes in to help to increase your book sales.

The Book Smuggler’s Den marketing packages achieve your book sales goals. Here in the Den,
we pride ourselves on accommodating both new and established authors who are all looking for
the same thing, getting noticed on the web. We have both FREE and paid packages.

Our free promotions include author interviews, and submitting to our online magazine. See
below for more extensive reviews, promoted interviews, and help marketing your work.

Ad Placements on the Book Smuggler’s Den
Are you looking for a tremendously efficient way to advertise online to a highly targeted
audience? When you advertise on The Book Smuggler’s Den, you have a chance to reach a
captive audience all interested in independently published authors. You are in control! Pick the
type of ad and length of time you want it to run for.

Basic Book Review
Indie authors need all the visibility they can get! First things first, start with getting as many
book reviews as possible. For just $50.00, the Book Smuggler’s Den will read your book and
post an honest opinion on the number one platform people will see your review, Goodreads!
Additionally, we’ll post your review on the blog and social media accounts. The Basic Book
Review includes:

● 200-word review
● 90-day turnaround
● Posted on blog
● Review posted on Amazon and Goodreads
● Shared on the Book Smuggler’s Den Instagram and Facebook accounts
● Tweeted once

Children's Book Reviews
Adults need recommendations for kid’s books all the time. The Book Smuggler’s Den loves to be
that source! With our Children’s Book Reviews service, you’ll get a fun and honest opinion of
your book.
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Qualifications for a children’s book are the following: Picture books and books 1,000 – 12,000
words. Books have to be intended for infants up to 10-years-old. Our Children's Book Review
includes:

● A 200+ word review
● 30-day turnaround
● Posted on blog
● Review posted on Amazon and Goodreads
● Shared on the Book Smuggler’s Den Instagram and Facebook accounts
● Tweeted once

For books of the same length, but intended for adults, please purchase either the Basic Book
Review or Book Review Plus.

Book Review PLUS
The Book Smuggler’s Den welcomes all contact from authors/publishers with regards to honest
reviews to their books or involvement in upcoming projects. For a small fee, the Book
Smuggler’s Den will read and write an honest, true opinion of your book. The Book Smuggler’s
Den will try its very best to complete a review within two months or the date of publication, but
we cannot guarantee reviews will be completed within a certain time frame. Our book review
package includes:

● A 500+ word review
● 60-day turnaround
● Posted on blog
● Review posted on Goodreads
● Shared on the Book Smuggler’s Den Facebook and Instagram
● Tweeted 5x
● Featured on the Book Smuggler’s Den front page book slider

Brag About It
Bundle and save with the Book Smuggler’s Den Brag About It service. This service includes:

● A 500+ word review
● 60-day turnaround
● Author interview
● Posted on blog
● Review posted on Goodreads
● Shared on the Book Smuggler’s Den Instagram and Facebook accounts
● Tweeted daily for five days
● Featured on the Book Smuggler’s Den front page book slider

Brag About It PRO
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Our Brag About It PRO offers everything needed to market a book. You’ll get everything in the
Brag About It service plus the help of the Book Smuggler’s Den reaching out to influencers and
other book bloggers.

● A 500+ word review
● 30-day turnaround
● In-depth author interview
● Posted on blog
● Review posted on Goodreads, Amazon, BookBub, and wherever your book is sold
● Shared on the Book Smuggler’s Den Facebook and Instagram accounts
● Tweeted 2x daily for one week
● Featured on the Book Smuggler’s Den front page book slider
● Blogger/reviewer/influencer outreach.*

*Please note that The Book Smuggler’s Den cannot guarantee that any blogger, reviewer, or influencer will post your book on their sites/accounts.
It is up to their discretion to do so based on whether or not they like the book and feel that it is fit to market to their followers.

Magazine Featured Pieces
Be the featured piece in this month’s Book Smuggler’s Den magazine! Our online magazine
submission featured pieces include works of fiction or nonfiction of 1,000-words or more. This
option is ideal for authors looking to build their portfolios and get backlinks for their site or blog.

Social Media Advertisement Assistance
When it comes to paying for online advertisements, trying to tackle the whole web is impossible
to do. Paying for advertisements is a must when it comes to marketing your book. You have to be
certain you are getting your money’s worth and seeing a great ROI. With the Book Smuggler’s
Den background in web ads, you’ll be sure to reach the right audience and sell, sell, sell. This
service includes:

● Market research
● Placing ads on appropriate platforms (Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest,

etc.)
● Copywriting
● Monitoring and tracking ad performance

By the way, have you heard of Free Your Tea? It's a loose-leaf tea subscription
box where each month you'll receive hand-picked teas straight to your door. Try
them out and let Free Your Tea know which ones you liked and didn't like. They'll
adjust your flavors based on your feedback. As an affiliate, I can tell you
firsthand that I've enjoyed all the teas they pick for me. It makes for the perfect

drink to sip while reading or writing!
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